
.Don't: Be Afraid of Color

Some people are nervous about using bright or bold colors

on their front exterior, but a door is a smaller commitment

than painting an entire house. So why not have some fun? If

you're feeling adventurous, try it out!

Do: Purchase the Right Paint

Your door will be exposed to outside elements, so it's a

must to use the proper paint to prevent peeling and fading

later. Latex exterior paints provide weather-resistant

coverage. If your door is metal, look for one with built-in

rust protection. No matter what you choose, you will need

to go over the door with an exterior primer first. 

Don't: Ignore the Trim

Your front door trim is also a candidate for painting. One

option is to make the door pop with contrasting trim. Rich

brown tones, for example, can warm up a cool-colored door.  

Or go with a classic white door and spice it up with a fun

bright color trim!  You can easily change out the color down

the road.

Do: Make it Monochrome

if you have a small house, try this tip out. Visually expand

your home by painting the door, trim, window frames, and

exterior the same color. A monochromatic color scheme

also provides a neutral backdrop for accessories to shine,

such as the planters and sconces

So if you're ready for a front door refresh, take these tips

and make a weekend project out of it!  

Your front door color shouldn't be an afterthought.

After all, it's the first thing people see when they visit

your home.  

With these tips, you can make your door stand out or

blend in, or create a design aesthetic of your choice,

depending on your vision. 

Plus, if you live in an older home, repainting a worn

front door is an easy weekend refresh that'll score

you major curb appeal points. Follow these dos and

don'ts for choosing the perfect front door color.

Do: Stick with the Classics

Use neutral hues such as brown, black, or gray for a

look that will withstand the test of time. Even deep

reds and navy blues are classic front door colors that

work as neutral colors. If your style changes or you

make changes to your home's exterior later, neutral

hues will always work with your new design. Martha
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